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INTRODUCTION 

up to the present Ume, information On the sizes of 

gaps between vehicles. in a trafic stream have not been used 

in warrants for installing pretimed sinals or stop siens. 

However, research studies have suggested consideration of gap 

distributions. 

The lianual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
1 states 

that a comprohensive study sheuld be made before installing a 

,traffic signal, Such a study should be-supplemented by data 

pertaining to the speed and the accident recerce for the 

specifio intersection. In the section on warrants for pre.-

timed signals,3 it is stated that the study Should also con,-

sid-r the pedestrian volume, minimum vehicular volumes, con,-

tinuous traffic volume.  and vehicle-seconds of delay. 

Undoubtedly„ . all these factors should be considored 

when a decision lias to be made, until future research doter-

mines that one or more of them could be eliminated, having 

no particular affect, or - that additional factors should be 

inCluded in the study„ 

1Dureau of Public Ronds, Manuel of Ungorm Traffic Control 
Devices for Streets and Highways," Washington, D.C.,1961. 

2Ibid., pp. 184 

3Ib1dee;.a. 183 
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The traffic enginear, when faced with tho installa-

tion of a traffic control device at an intersection, has to 

be avare of ail influencing factors. However, it seems that 

this is not always the case. For example, the warrants for 

pretimed traffic signais at an isolated location4  are based 

on traffic volume, speed, accZents, pedestrian volum3 and 

progressive movement, but there is no mention of gaps. In 

light of this statement, it seems that the installation of a 

pretimed traffic signal partially depends on engineering 

judgment, and further research should be undertaken to pro-

vide more facts and a cloarer understanding of driver behav-

ior. 

 

•••••••••••••• 
•••••••••«. 

4„ Pp. 184,485. 



P 11013LEM 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the possible 

effect of size of gaps in Une on acceptance of the log at a 

tuo-way stop sign. 

Little consideration lias been given to this factor, 

which could be considered very important, as far as accept-

ance or short gaps is concerned. The driver must, within a 

short time after he has stopped or reached his lowest speed, 

decide whether or not he should proceed across the intersec-

tion or Irait for a longer gap. 

aff5 developed a criterion in which *ffie percentage 

of side-street cars delayed is to be used as a stop-sign war- 

uv i rant, Me used a value 3 called "critical coupled with 

the general terni "gap" commonly used in many other studies, 

ne defines the lqg as follows: 

"A lag is the interval froA the arrivai of a side- 

street car at the intersection to the arrivai of 

the ne::t main-street car.° 

He also defines the "gap" as being "the interval from the 

arrivai of one main-street car at the intersection to the 

51ïorton S. Raffi "A Volume Warrant for Urban Stop Signs," 
Bureau of Highway Traffic, Yale University. 
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arrivai of the next main-street éar. 

Follouing these two definitionse  the eritical  lo 

is defined as follows: 

nThe critical lag is the size lag, uhich has ti 

property that the number of acCepted lags shorter 

than 'Lu ie the sanie as the nudber of rejected 

lags longer than "L',11  

The most important finding
6 of his. study uas thAt the 

critical lag size varies from one location to another. In 

J'acte  ho states f ive reasons
7 which Might affect the varia- 

tion in the critical lag: 

.(1) Traffic volume 

Speeds of main-street cars 

Sight obstructions 

Directional traffic pattern on the sida street 

Uidth of the main street 

Do any of the factors listed above play an important 

role in the driver's decision.to  proceed across the intersec-

tion or Irait for a longer cap? Raff saye, nhat tho value 

6Raff, pp. 28 

7 • pp. 36 

bIbid., pp. 61 
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of the critical lag is different at Cifferent locations bas 

been proved beyond any doubt, but the cause of the variation 

needs to be explored much nore carefully." 

The present study is not an attempt to answer ahl 

these questions, but it is hoped that it will provide a better 

understanding of driver behavior at times when a driver bas 

a choie° of accepting a gap, or waiting for a longer gap. 

The hypothesis which has been investigated in this: 

"There is a greater probability of drivers rejecting a gap of 

a size close to that of the 'critical lag, when the next gap 

in lino is larger." If a driver will accept à short gap only 

when there is no gap in vient which is longer, then this chould 

be taken into account in developing warrants for traffic con-

trol which utilize gap distribution infornation.. 

5 



SITE LOCATION 

In consideration of the limited manpower avallable for 

field observations, and in order to get a la:cger sample, it 

was decided to choose only oae location for the study. 

Two possible locations I•mre investigated. The site 

chosen has four lanes with two-uay traffic on the main street, 

and two lanes with two-way.traffic on the minor street. The 

main street is ales Conter Road and the minor street Howard 

Street in Skokie, Illinois. 

Since it has been indicated that the main street width 

(two lanes vs. four lanes) does not haye a particular effect 

on gap acceptance,9 it was felt that this location was as good 

as any other. Since it was necessary to choose only one of 

two intersections for this study, considering the limited 

time available, this site 1ms the more logical one because 

the side-street volume vas twice as high as at the other. loca-

tion. This permitted obtaining a larger sample in a minimum 

of time. 

Cari N. Swerdloffr  "A Study of Gap Aoceptance at a Stop Sign 
Location." Thesis submitted for the degree of n'aster of 
Science, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, 1962. 

6 
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A plan of the intersection is presented in Figure 1. 

The main street, Hiles Center Road, is 44 feet vide on the 

northern approach and 52 foot on the southern approach. Only 

tvo lanes of traffic uere permitted on each approach. The 

existing pavement condition vas excellent as vere the pavement 

markings. No parking was permitted anyvhere on either aide 

of Hiles Conter Road. The minor street had a 22 foot 

travelled way, with 10-foot dirt shouldors on bath approaches. 

The sight distance at bath.  approaches to the intersection vas 

good in both directions. 

The traffic volumes during the study period vere as 

follous: 

eles Centey Road 

Peak (total in bath directions): 600-650 veh pr hour 

Howard Street 

Peak (total in bath direction): 3307380 veh pr hour 

Commercial vehicle traffic vas about 5 percent.. 



PROCEDUBE 

The method of gatherinf, data consisted of using a 

time-lapse camera to collect data at the intersection. The 

camera vas installed about 150 feet from the intersection at 

a height of approximately 12 feet. 

The camera, a modified Keystone 16 mm.motion picture 

camera, vas-operated by a small 100 rpn-raotor povered from a 

110-volt converter mhich in turn vas pomered by a 12-volt 

battery. Pictures were taken at a speed of 100 franes per 

minute. 

The filming vas dons from June 26th to July ith ")e-

tveen 4:15 - 5:30 p.m., for a total of Cive hours. It night 

have been interesting to compare both peak and off-peak re-

cuits, but due to the tact that the side-street traffic vas 

light during off-peak and the probability of getbing a une 

of vehicles on Hiles Center Road vas very small also, this 

proceduro vas elindnated. 

A possible method of obtaining data ior off-peak hours 

, 
mould ho to use simulation as proposed by 

10 states, 

Mlmost any traffic situation is capable of simulation and, 

10James H. Kell, "Analyzing Vehicular Delay at Intersections 
Through Simulation." University of California, 1?62. 



as techniques improve, can be rapidly programme.H ne lias 

ilready programued a digital computer to measure vohicular 

delay at a stop sign. The possibility Of developing a program 

to study the effect of a Une of vehicles on acceptanco of the 

first gap (lag) by the side-street vehicles is quite strong. 

The Ume available not permitting such a considora-

tion here, it is hoped that further research in this direction 

vill be undertaken in the futûre. 

It was decided at the beginning to use the lare as d. - 

fine by Raff because it is the authorts belief that a lag is 

different from a gap when several time-intervals are consiCered. 

Moreovere  confusion may be aioided by using the tvo distinct 

definitions. 

Each time a vehicle came to a stop at the intersection 

on the minor street, the Crame numbers vere recorded fur the 

first four cars on the major street. Tho saine proccdure vas 

folloved vhether the car on the siCe-street proceeded across 

the intersection or made a left turne  Men the vehicle on 

the minor street came to a stop and yielded to an approaching 

car on the major street, it vas said to have relecbed its lag 

and the subsequent gap, if any. Othervise, the car vas said 

to have accepted its lag. 

Only minor street vehicles vhich turned left or 

crossed directly through tho intersection vere considered. 

10 



Right-turning vehicles were discounted since it waé almost 

impossible to determine from the camera ,position whether a' 

main street car was moving in the median or the curb laue. 

No distinction was made for through vehicles and left-turn-

ing vehicles in tabulating the data, both movements being quite, 

similar. 

A lag for a left-turning vehicle entering from the 

minor street iras measured from an arbitrary lino traced in. 

the middle of the intersection and'parallel to the minor street. 

For the cars proceeding throUgh the intersection, the lag was 

measured from the sema lino for near-side Cars and from another 

arbitrary lino denoting the extension e the minor street 

travelwayecross the major street, for far-aide cars. Figure 2 

shows how these legs were measured for each Particular niove-

ment. 

Les s than 5 percent of the data was rejected .because 

a, nonmeonfirming or congestion situation existed at the inter-

section. 

il 
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DATA PRESEHTATION 

Tables 1 - 5 - present the results for the intersection 

studied. Table 1 represents the whole picture of lags accepted 

and rejected while Tables ? 4 show the distribution of gaps 

in lino for the most critical lag sizes during peak hour, 

Table 5 shows the cumulative number of accepted and rejedted 

lags -te compute the critical lag at the intersection. 

SeeZe4 

BIBLIOTHÈQUE 
ADMINISTRATIVE 

H Gfr .  
IMENT 
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TABLE 1 

NUMBER OF LAGS ACCEPTED OR REJECTED BY 
MINOR,-STREET TRAFFIC IN ENTERING A 

FOUR-LANE FLOW PAST A STOP SIGN IN PEAK HOUR 

Mes Center Road and Howard Street, Skokie 

June, 1962 

Lag Size Minor-Street Traffic-Through t Left Proportion 
of 

Acceptance 
(Seconds) 

Accepted Rejected Total (N) 

0- 1.2 1 121 122 0.008 

1.3- 2.4 4 149 153 0.026 

2.5.7 3.6 30 174 204 0.147 

3.7- 4.8 101 101 202 0.500 

4.9- 6.0 141 45 186, 0.759 

6.1- 7.2 103 26 129 : 0.798 

7.3- 8.4 72 4 76 0.947 

8.5- 9.6 52 1 53 0.981 

9.7-10.8 55 0 55 1.00. 

10.9-12.0 55 0 55 1.00 

12.1-13.2 37 0 37 1.00 . 

13.3-14.4 28 0 28 1.00 

' 14.5 117 0 117 1.00 

14 



TABLE 2 

DISTRIBUTION OF GAPS IN LITE 
FOR PEAK HOUR CONDITION 

Lag size 3.7-4.8 seconds 

Number of 
Number of Lags Rejected 

Total 
. 

Lags 
Accepted 

Reject a Wait for Other Gaps 
Longer 
lst Gap 

., 
Fdr lst Gap For 2nd or 

3rd 

* 
First gap 
saine or 
amaller 
than lag 

71 

/ 

- 2 75 1A8 

First gap 
longer 
than .7L1  

30 
• 

5. 

. 

19 - 54 

Total 101 5 21 ' 75 
_ 

202 

First 2 
gaps same 
or'smaller 
than lag 

41 - 

- 

1 47 ' 89 

. 

One of first 
2 gaps lm- 
ger than lag 

60 5 20 28 113 

Total 101 5 21 75 202 

First 3 gaps 
same or 
smaller than 
lag 

25 - 1 

• 

24 50 

One of first 
3 gaps ion,- 
ger than lag 

76 5 20 51 152 

Total 101 5 21 75 202 

First gap is the gap immediately following the first main-street vehicle 

15 



TABLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION OF GAPS IN LINE 
FOR PEAK HOUR CONDITION 

Lag size 4.9-6.0 seconds 

Number of 
Lags 

,Accepted 

-r-....r., 

Number of Lags Rejected 

Total 
- 

Rajact a  Longer 
lst Gap 

Wait_for Other_Gans 

For lst Gap For 2nd or 
3rd 

7irst gap 
same or 
smaller 
than lag 

' 109 - 3 33 145 

/ 
.First gap 
longer 
than lag 

32 3 6 41 

Total 141 33 186 

erst 2 
saps same 
or smaller 
than lag 

78 0 1 4108 

One of lst 
2 gaps 
longer 
than lag 

., 

63 3 8 / 4 78 

, 
Total 141 3 9 33 186 

First 3 
gaps seine 
or smaller 
than lag 

0 
. 

1 18 67 

One of 1àt 
3 gaPs 
longer 
than lag 

93 3 8 15 119 

Total 141 
• 

3 9 33 186 

16 



TABLE 4 

DISTRIBUTION OF GAP IN LINE 
FOR PEAK HOUR CONDITION 

Lag size 6.1-7.2 seconds 

Number of 
Number of Lags Rejected 

Total 
Lags 'Reject 

Accepted Longer 
lst Gap 

a 
1-----b,--f-ÇL-9L---bhrWaj* .-QLP-2--- 
For lst Gap For 2nd or 

3rd 

First gap 
sanie or 
smaller 
than lag. 

74 - 
 

22 98 

First gap 
longer 
than lag 

29 - 2 - 31  

Total 103 - 4 22 129 

First 2 
gaps same 
or smaller 
than lag 

62 

fl  

- 1 
, 
19 82 

One of lst 
2 gaps 
longer 
than lag 

.. 3 

Total 103 -4 22 129 

First 3 
gaps saine 
or smaller 
than lag 

33 
. 

- 1 14 48 

One of lst 
3 gaps 
longer 
than lag 

70 - 

• 

8 81 

Total 103 - 4 22 129  

17 



TABLE 5 

1 

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF ACCEPTÉD AND 
REJECTED LAOS AT NILES CENTER BOA]) AND HOWARD STREET 

Lag Size 
(Seconds) 

Number 
Acceptéd 

Numbor 
Rej,ected 

Cumulative 
Accepted 

-_-_, 

Cumulative 
Rejected 

0-1.2 1 121 1 621 

1.3- 2.4 4 149 5 500 

2.5- 3.6 30 174 35 351. 

3.7 4.8 101 101 136 177 

4.9- 6.0 141 45 277 76 

6.1, 7.2 103 26 380 31 

7.3-'8.4 72 4 452 ' 5 

8.9- 9.6 52 1 504 1 

9.7-10.8 55 0 559 0 

10.9-12.0 55 0 614 0 

12.1-13.2 37 0 651 0 

13.3-14.4 28 0 679 0 

14.5 • 117 0 796 0 
1 

18 



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

When tabulating the data for the major-street traffic 

a decision had to be made whether to choose a single lino of 

vehicles from one direction only, or to consider cars from 

both directions. A check vas made to seek a possible differ-

once in the trend. The conclusion was that omitting cars from 

one direction and taking the lino from the other direction 

only would be unrealistic and would not give a true picture 

of the situation. Accordingly, cars coming from both direc-

tions were tabulated as though they were in one lino at ail 

times. 

Swerdloffli  states that the. gap size imMediately 

following a lag acceptance might be a factor on driver be-

havior. This does not seem to be the case from the current 

study. The calculations presented in the Appendix reveal that 

no differenco in lag acceptenue was found oven when the 

gap or gaps immediately follouing zero smaller than- the lag 

accepted or rejected. Thus, we'must reject the hypothesis 

that the percent of lags of a certain size accepted, 

by the side-street driver will be greater thon the percent 

11Swerdloff, pp. 56 

19 



of lags of the sanie size, accepted, "p2
," when followedby a 

gap or caps in lino smaller than the same size. :Thon 

pi  ep2. The results of these calculations are displayed 

in Table 6. 

These results are in accordance with Raffts.statement
12 

when lie says that the main-street volume does not have an 

appreciable effect on the critical lag. This is because the 

critical lag for a particular intersection seems to remain 

constant even if we consider the sizes of following cap or 

gaps. 

From Figure 3, the critical lag for Hiles Center 

Road and Howard Street vas found to be 5.1 seconds. The 

, 
intersection uD" studied by Rafl

13  seens to have the same 

characteristics as Hiles Conter Road ae Howard Street. His 

calculations yielded a critical lag of 6.0 seconds. Con-

sidering the five factors previously listed, the one which 

is primarily responsible for the variation in critical lag 

might be the speed as a wholo at the location. The five 

factors mentioned were; 

.o••••••••10.11edi..• 

12Raff, pp. 37 

13Raff, pp. 21 

20. 



TABLE 6 

RESULTS COMPARING THE EFFECT OF GAPS 

FOLLOVIJG AT NILES CENTER ROAD 

PEAK HOUR DATA 

,--- 
Lag Size 
(Seconds) 

Humber .of 
Gaps 

Following 
ri(cil) p2(%) 

. _...-: 

3.7-4.8 1 48.0 55.6 

U H 2 ' 46.1 53.1 

H 11 3 50..0 SM 

4..9-6.0 1 75.2 78f1 

II u 2 72.2 81.8 

u u 3 71.7 78..$ 

6.1-7.2 1 75.5 93.5 

II H 2 75.7 87.2 

ii 11 3 68.8 86.4 
_ 

= - Percent of lags of size fliu. seconds accepted - 
when followed by a gap or gaps in une 
smaller than the lag. within this size. 

= Percent of lags of size sebonds accopted 
when followed by a gap or gaps in lino 
groater than the lag within this size. 

21. 
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Traffic volume 

Speeds of main-street cars 

Sight obstructions 

Directional traffic pattern on the side-stroot 

Width of the main street 

The traffic volume factor has already been eliminated 

in vie/ of the results obtained. Because the sight distahee 

was excellent in ail directions at the intersection, it is 

doubtful that this could be the major factor responsible for 

variation. 

Since the traffic on Howard Street is two-way, it is 

inconceivable that the directional traffic pattern has an 

effect on critical lag, although the directional tra2fic vas 

60-40 almost ail the time during peak-hour. \f hile Rolf 

found that the results of his data were confusing in that 

there was no consistent effect on the values of critical 

lag as main street width increased, Sacrdlai
14 did and 

that not only was there no steady direction in the results 

but also no valid relstionship existed between the two 

factors (main street width and tritical lag). 

These results suggest that the remaining factor 

affecting the situation was the overall speed on the najor 

14 - Swerdloff4  115, 55 
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street and the miner street. In fact, it was noted that more 

than 60 percent of the traffic had as its origin or distribu-

tion an expressvay located close by. It is possible that 

drivers accustomed to driving at high speeds are more prone 

to take chances. Flore research in this direction might pro- 

duce some interesting results. 

Concusions  

The conclusion indicated by the results of the present 

study is: 

For a given lag size, the probability of acceptance is 

net greater vhen there is a Une of vehicles on the 

main street than when thora is only one car visible 

to the side-street driver. 

The present study vas an attempt to discover 

vhether there are differences in sizes of lags accepted 

when the gaps following are small. In consideration 

of the linited tinte available for iield observations, 

only one intersection vas studied. In tem of the 

results obtained, it is hoped that fuether research 

on an expallded scale might follov a similar proced-

ure and correlate the resulLs for more than one 

intersection. An approach using simulation techni-

ques should not be disregarded. 

24 
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Calculations showing the percentage of acceptance of lags 

when followed b.y a gap or a series of gaps. 

Notation: 

pi = Percent of lags of size "i" seconds accepted when 

followed by a gap or gaps in une smaller than the 

lag within this size. 

P2 = Percent of lags of ,size "i" seconds accepted when 

followed by a gap or gaps in lino greater than the 

lag within this size. 

Lag size: 3.7 — 4.8 seconde 

1 Gap following: 91 = 
71/148 fe. 0.480- 

P2 = 30/54  = 0.556  

2 Gaps following: pi = 41/89 = 0.461 

92 = 
60/113 = 0.531 

3 Gaps following: p1 = 25/50 = 0.50 

92 = 76/152 = 
0.50 

27 



Las size: 4.9 6.0 seconds 

J. Gap tollowing: Pi  = 109/145 = 0.752 

P2 
32/41 = 0.781 

2 Ga ei following: 78/108 = 0,722' 

P2 = 63/77 e 0.818 

3 Gaps following: Pi 48/67 = 0.717 

92 = 
93/118 = 0.788 

Lag size: 6.1 - 7.2 seconds 

1 Gap following: 131 - 74/98 = 0.755 

p2 
 . 29/31 = 0.935 

2 Gaps following: P1 
- A 9/n --/-2  = 0.757 

P2 
= 41/47 = 0.872 

3 Gaps following: P1 
= 33/48 = 0.688 

P2 = 
70/81 = 0.864 

Therefore, the hypothesis that p1>.p2  is rojected 

since in no case is this inequality verified. It is con-

cluded that the aide-street dldver is not willing to accept 

a shorter lag even when there is a lino of vehicles on the 

major street. 

28 
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